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Have you ever wondered how much you will make in this world today? 
Have you ever considered that math could actually help you? 
In life you may think it's irrelevant 
But you should be cognizant 
What do you want to be when you grow up? 
Scientist, Nurse, Technician, President, Engineer... 
All of these and many more require the knowledge of math 
You can't convert ml to kg without knowing the proper conversion factor and how to multiply it 
Nurses today use math to give patients the right amount of dosage needed 
Scientists may work in labs but also need to know math in order to measure the appropriate 
level of the meniscus  
If the graduated cylinder measures in 10's you have to know that each line increases by 10 and 
that number 
To be the President you have to meet the needs of the people 
You must know percentage 
For example: what’s 8% of 50 people  
And if you want to find it, you know that you have to multiply 50x.08 
Engineering is all about math 
Converting inches to feet 
Finding the area of an open space 
Sure, math makes you think about the appropriate procedures 
And you may think while you're in class 
"What does this have to do with the "real world", when am I ever going to use this procedure?" 
The second you forget  
Will be the second it's needed 
So don't overthink on the situation of why a certain topic is being taught 
Just embrace it  
Learn it 
Maybe even master it 
You may find out that, yea maybe you didn't need it 
Yet, you know it just in case 
I mean c'mon what are you to do when you have kids? 
What if they need help? 
What if they have to be homeschooled? 
In life there's a lot of "What ifs"  
So just embrace it 
And just take the time to understand math or any other subject you may question 
 


